
*For major domestic appliances. Source: Euromonitor, volume sales, 2017

The new Series 2, 4 and 6 Ovens from Bosch.

Cooking everyone’s favourites
just got deliciously easy.
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Cook in a delightfully new way with an oven that’s just right for you. Introducing the 
Series 2, 4 and 6 Ovens, designed to simplify the process of cooking. Add a handy set 
of accessories to get perfect meals and a seamless experience in the kitchen. When 
it’s so easy, it’s not hard at all to rediscover the joy of cooking.

Convenience is served.
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The new Series 2, 4 and 6 Ovens

Series 6 Series 4

Surprisingly
Simple Surfaces

Perfect Results

2 control dials
with LCD display, white

AutoPilot 30

EcoClean Direct*

Pyrolytic self-cleaning*

3D Hotair

10 heating modes

Single point meat probe

*Depending on product model 

2 control dials
with LED display, red

AutoPilot 10*

EcoClean Direct*

Pyrolytic self-cleaning*

3D Hotair

7 heating modes

Series 2

2 control dials
with LED display, red

EcoClean Direct

3D Hotair

5 heating modes



Feature may vary depending on model. Please check individual product specifications.
*Optional accessory available to suit new Bosch Series 6 & 4 60cm ovens.

Meals are now twice as tasty
and half the work.
We know cooking for your family takes plenty of time and coordination, with everyone’s 
different preferences to consider. Keep it simple with the Slim Tray*, your ultimate 
multi-tasking kitchen tool. It makes meal preparation a breeze and caters to different 
tastes. Now everyone’s happy — and you have more time to spare.

Cook everyone’s favourites at one go
Go big for family meals with the Slim Tray*. Sized perfectly for 
multiple items and safe handling, it lets you cook different dishes 
at the same time without using extra vessels. Now, you can 
accommodate everyone’s preferences and save time without 
breaking a sweat.

Delicious meals with no mess
Less is more with the Slim Tray*. Thanks to its smaller size, juices 
from your food are more concentrated in a single area to deliver 
tastier meals. Worried about cooking multiple dishes and messing 
up your oven? The Slim Tray* is thoughtfully designed to keep 
ingredients from mixing together. Problem solved.

Effortless handling
Cleaning up doesn’t have to feel like a chore with the Slim Tray*. It fits 
perfectly into Bosch dishwashers for easy cleaning and its size 
makes it simple to store in your refrigerator if you need to do so 
before or after cooking — a perfect fit for your kitchen and your life.

 

 

 

Series 6 & 4 - Slim Trays*
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* Optional accessories available to suit new Bosch Series 6 & 4 60cm ovens.
   • Universal pan with ceramic non-stick coating - for moist cakes, baked items, frozen food and large roast.
   • Baking tray with ceramic non-stick coating - for tray bakes and small baked item.

When cleaning 
is this simple, it’s easy
to enjoy cooking.

Series 6 & 4 - Ceramic Non-Stick Tray*

Revolutionise the way you clean with the new Ceramic Non-Stick Tray*.
Now you can prepare meals without any extra mess and clean up 
effortlessly after you’re done. That means less time cleaning and more time 
to enjoy the cooking. So focus on the food, we’ll take care of the rest. 

Anti-stick, anti-mess
The Ceramic Non-Stick Tray’s* special 
anti-stick coating makes it impossible        
for food to stick to — and incredibly 
easy to clean. As an added bonus, say 
goodbye to baking papers and grease. 
Simply place your food on the tray and 
you’re good to go.

A lifetime of perfectly 
prepared meals
With a higher temperature resistance     
than Teflon, the Ceramic Non-Stick Tray* 
is incredibly strong and durable. Now you 
can cook anything at any temperature, 
without worrying about damage. 
Welcome to a world of endless 
possibilities for your family meals.
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Perfection 
on every level.

You’re in charge of your own kitchen. That means your appliances should 
accommodate you and not the other way round. Cook exactly the way you want 
to with the adjustable Clip Rails* that give you total flexibility. Position the 
level-independent rails however you see fit — that’s cooking made comfortable.

 

 

 

Total flexibility for your cooking
Enjoy complete control over your oven and what 
goes on in it. A standard oven provides no more 
than three positions for telescopic rails. With the 
level-independent Clip Rails*, you can position 
them at any level you need. Switch between the 
different levels anytime or even use them for the 
grill level — anything to achieve your desired results. 

Easy handling for fuss-free cooking
The Clip Rails* are easy to install and uninstall — and  
even easier to handle. With the push symbol, 
remove them and easily snap them right back into 
place at the level you want. 

Series 6 & 4 - Adjustable Clip Rails*

Feature may vary depending on model. Please check individual product specifications.
*Optional accessory available to suit new Bosch Series 6 & 4 60cm ovens.
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Single Point Meat Probe
Savour the taste of precise roasting. The Single Point Meat 
Probe measures your food’s interior temperature and alerts 
you when it has reached the desired core temperature. Simply 
enter the heating mode, temperature and desired core 
temperature and enjoy roasts, fillets and poultry cooked to 
perfection every single time.

Intelligent Knob Haptics
It’s easier than ever to take control of your cooking. The 
retractable oven knob is designed for optimum comfort and 
sturdy handling, and lets you change your temperature or 
function settings with assurance and comfort. It works perfectly 
— and looks good too, with its sleek and minimalist design.

3D Hotair
Cook sweet and savoury dishes at once and make the most of your 
time with the 3D Hotair system — it provides balanced temperatures 
by distributing heat quickly and evenly throughout the oven, letting 
you cook on up to three levels at the same time. Now you can sort 
out an entire meal in no time and spend it with the people you’re 
preparing it for.

Any oven can bake and roast. The Series 4 and 6 Ovens go the extra mile. 
Meal preparation is that much smoother when your oven knows exactly what 
you need and is equipped with just the right functions to deliver it.

Take your cooking further with an oven
that anticipates your needs.

A little help from technological innovation

Feature may vary depending on model. Please check individual product specifications.



EcoClean Direct
The Series 4 and 6 Ovens’ cavities are covered with a special 
direct coating of microfine ceramic particles, which absorbs 
grease and grime and breaks them down through oxidation for 
excellent cleaning performance — just wipe the bottom and 
inside of the glass door. The coating regenerates every time the 
oven heats up and will do so for the rest of your oven’s life for a 
constant state of cleanliness.

Pyrolytic Self-Cleaning
No more hard-to-remove stains in your oven with a special 
self-cleaning system that heats up the oven and burns off grease 
and residue. All that remains is some ash that you can easily wipe 
away with a damp cloth. Just press “Start” and your oven does 
the rest.

Telescopic Rails*

Keep your oven organised and efficient with the Telescopic Rails, 
now redesigned with new, smooth geometry for effortless 
handling. Whether it’s single, double or triple telescopic rails, all of 
our shelf systems are safe and easy to use. When fully extended, 
a special mechanism snaps them into place on both sides for a 
completely stable rack and an easier time baking and roasting.

The right oven leaves you with less work to do — and your search for it ends 
with Series 4 and 6. Engineered to lighten your load, these ovens come with 
an array of features that make cooking and cleaning a breeze.

An all-rounder oven that loves 
to cook and clean.

For ultimate convenience
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Feature may vary depending on models. Please check individual product specifications.
*Optional accessory available to suit new Bosch Series 6 & 4 60cm ovens.
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HBA574BS0A
Series 4

Specifications
Design • Stainless steel with black glass door

• LED red display with retractable
  rotary knobs
• Halogen interior light

Performance • Cavity: 71 litres
• 7 heating functions:
  3D Hotair, Gentle Hotair, 
  Top/Bottom heat, Hotair grilling,
  Grill - large area, Pizza setting, 
  Bottom heat

  
  

  

Features • Rapid heating function
• 10 automatic programs

   

Cleaning • Pyrolytic self-cleaning function

Built-in 60cm Oven

A

HBA534BS0A
Series 4

Specifications
Design • Stainless steel with black glass door

• LED red display with retractable
  rotary knobs
• Halogen interior light

Performance • Cavity: 71 litres
• 7 heating functions:
  3D Hotair, Gentle Hotair, 
  Top/Bottom heat, Hotair grilling,
  Grill - large area, Pizza setting, 
  Bottom heat

  
  

  
  

Features • Rapid heating function

   

Cleaning • EcoClean Direct (rear)

Built-in 60cm Oven

A

HBT578FS1A*
Series 6

Specifications
Design • Stainless steel with black glass door

• LCD white display with retractable
   rotary knobs
• Halogen interior light

Performance • Cavity: 71 litres
• 10 heating functions:
  3D Hotair, Gentle Hotair,
  Top/Bottom heat, Hotair grilling,
  Grill - large area, Pizza setting, 
  Slow cooking, Bottom heat, Defrosting, 
  Keep warm 

  
  

  

  

Features • Rapid heating function
• 30 automatic programs
• 1 level half extension telescopic
  shelf rails
• SoftClosing

   

Cleaning • Pyrolytic self-cleaning function

Built-in 60cm Oven

A

*Only available in selected outlets

Power Rating • Total electric connected load: 3.600 kW Power Rating • Total electric connected load: 3.400 kWPower Rating • Total electric connected load: 3.600 kW Power Rating • Total electric connected load: 2.990 kW

Dimensions • Product dimensions (H x W x D): 
  595 x 594 x 548 mm
• Cut out dimensions (H x W x D): 
  585-595 x 560-568 x 550 mm

Dimensions • Product dimensions (H x W x D): 
  595 x 594 x 548 mm
• Cut out dimensions (H x W x D): 
  585-595 x 560-568 x 550 mm

Dimensions • Product dimensions (H x W x D): 
  595 x 594 x 548 mm
• Cut out dimensions (H x W x D): 
  585-595 x 560-568 x 550 mm

Dimensions • Product dimensions (H x W x D): 
  595 x 594 x 548 mm
• Cut out dimensions (H x W x D): 
  585-595 x 560-568 x 550 mm

HBG5585S0B
Series 6

Specifications
Design • Stainless steel with black glass door

• LCD white display with retractable
  rotary knobs
• Halogen interior light

Performance • Cavity: 71 litres
• 10 heating functions:
  3D Hotair, Gentle Hotair, 
  Top/Bottom heat, Hotair grilling,
  Grill - large area, Pizza setting, 
  Slow cooking, Bottom heat, Defrosting, 
  Keep warm

  
  

  

Accessories
Included

• 2 x Wire rack
• 1 x Universal pan
• 1 x Grill tray

Accessories
Included

• 2 x Wire rack
• 1 x Universal pan
• 1 x Grill tray

Accessories
Included

• 2 x Wire rack
• 1 x Universal pan
• 1 x Baking tray
• 2 x Slim tray
• 1 x Single point meat probe

Accessories
Included

• 2 x Wire rack
• 1 x Universal pan
• 1 x Single point meat probe

  
  

Features • Rapid heating function
• 30 automatic programs
• 1 level clip rails
• SoftClosing

   

Cleaning • EcoClean Direct (top, sides, rear)

Built-in 60cm Oven

Safety • Quadruple glazed glass door 
  (Max temperature: 30°C)
• Childproof lock
• Automatic switch off

Safety • Triple glazed glass door 
  (Max temperature: 40°C)
• Childproof lock

Safety • Quadruple glazed glass door 
  (Max temperature: 30°C)
• Childproof lock
• Automatic switch off
• Residual heat indicator

Safety • Triple glazed glass door 
  (Max temperature: 40°C)
• Childproof lock
• Automatic switch off
• Residual heat indicator

A



Meals are meant to be enjoyed. With the new Series 2 Oven, preparation is simple, 
convenient and fun with sturdy haptics and features you truly need. Now you have less 
to do and more to enjoy.

HBF133BS0A
Series 2

Specifications
Design • Stainless steel with black glass door

• LED red display with retractable
  rotary knobs
• Halogen interior lights

Performance • Cavity: 66 litres
• 5 heating functions:
  3D hotair, Gentle Hotair, 
  Top/Bottom heat, Hotair grilling,
  Grill - large area

  
  

  

Features • Rapid heating function

   

Cleaning • EcoClean Direct (rear)

Built-in 60cm Oven

A

Power Rating • Total electric connected load: 2.950 kW

Dimensions • Product dimensions (H x W x D): 
  595 x 594 x 548 mm
• Cut out dimensions (H x W x D): 
  575-597 x 560-568 x 550 mm

Accessories
Included

• 1 x Wire rack
• 1 x Universal pan
• 1 x Baking tray

Safety • Triple glazed glass door 
  (Max temperature: 50°C)
• Childproof lock

Gentle Hotair
Cook your entire tray of food gently and evenly with the 
Gentle Hotair system — it circulates warm air throughout the 
oven to maintain a consistent temperature, on your roasted 
meat, gratins, seafood or vegetables to retain its moisture.

Intelligent Knob Haptics
It’s easier than ever to take control of your cooking. 
The retractable oven knob is designed for optimum comfort 
and sturdy handling, and lets you change your temperature 
or function settings in comfort. It works perfectly — and 
looks good too, with its sleek and minimalist design.

EcoClean Direct Coating
Save yourself the trouble of scrubbing your oven by hand. 
We coat the back panels of our Series 2 Ovens with 
EcoClean coating, which absorbs grease and grime and 
breaks them down through oxidation for excellent 
cleaning performance.

Meals made simple, 
cooking made easy.

Series 2 Ovens
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All description and technical diagrams are intended as a guide only.
For additional technical information, full dimensional and installation details,
please refer to the instruction and installation manuals supplied with the appliance.

HBT578FS1A, HBG5585S0B, HBA574BS0A, HBA534BS0A

measurements in mm measurements in mm

All description and technical diagrams are intended as a guide only.
For additional technical information, full dimensional and installation details,
please refer to the instruction and installation manuals supplied with the appliance.
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HBF133BS0A


